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SHINING A LIGHT
ON UVR



The dangers of ultraviolet radiation (UVR) are well
established, with the irrefutable link between sun
exposure and skin cancers now accepted. While many
workplaces develop policies and procedures designed
to limit UVR exposure from the sun, workers across a
range of occupations and industries are also subjected
to non-solar sources of UVR, necessitating a hand
protection solution that offers appropriate defence.  

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE UVR
PROTECTIVE GLOVE SELECTION

Data is preliminary, but WHO says evidence suggests UVR 
“may enhance the risk of infection with viral, bacterial, 
parasitic or fungal infections”. Furthermore, “high UVR 
has the potential to reduce the effectiveness of vaccines”, 
taking the provision of adequate protection against 
exposure way beyond consideration of the individual 
alone and into the arena of general public health. 

The full UVR spectrum comprises three distinct groups 
classified by wavelength; UVA (400-315 nm), UVB (315-280 
nm) and UVC (280-100nm). Of the three, UVA rays account 
for the highest incidence of solar exposure (around 98%) 
and penetrate the skin more deeply that UVB and UVC. 
However, UVA causes less of the DNA damage that        
produces skin malignancies. UVB is strongly associated 
with DNA impairment and therefore thought to be the 
most dangerous, although it accounts for less than 2%
of solar exposure. The effects of UVC are less clear, 
because it is generally absorbed into the atmosphere
before it reaches the earth’s surface. 

The level of damage caused by UVR exposure
ranges from erythema (a sunburn-like skin redness) and 
premature aging through to extremely serious health      
implications. Aside from the recognised risk for skin 
cancer, there is increasing evidence for a systematic 
immunosuppressive effect of both acute and low-dose UVR 
exposure, according to the World Health
Organisation (WHO). 

THE EFFECTS OF
UVR EXPOSURE
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Workers in many occupations and industries can be exposed 
to the full UV spectrum from a range of artificial sources like 
lasers, lamps and other light sources including fluorescent, 
mercury vapour, metal halide and quartz halogen. 

Typical risk scenarios include laboratory environments such 
as forensic examination, the use of UV transilluminators in
molecular biology, dentistry applications, laser material
processing and microelectronics. High risk industrial
activities include arc welding and paint or ink curing.

WHO IS
AT RISK? 

Workers in many occupations
and industries can be exposed
to the full UV spectrum from
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There are widely available guidelines that provide information
on acceptable limits of solar UVR exposure for the skin and eyes
of outdoor workers, but the suitability of personal protective
equipment (PPE) as a defence against non-solar (or artificial)
sources may not be as easily discerned, particularly in the area
of hand protection. 

Some applications or tasks — such as arc welding, for example 
— call for specialist PPE designed expressly for that purpose. 
In other situations, including the laboratory-based scenarios 
outlined earlier, the material construction of a hand protection 
solution has significant impact on overall glove suitability. 

In principle, any opaque material should provide a defence 
against UVR exposure. However, as UV light itself can cause 
some materials to break down, suitability is directly influenced 
by the degradation-resistance of a glove’s base construction 
material. 

A 2006 study titled, ‘A new methodology for assessment of
hand protection from ultraviolet exposure’ aimed to develop a
repeatable procedure for the assessment of the UV protection 
level for disposable gloves. It found that, while some materials 
(vinyl) underperformed at the outset, repeated or long-term 
exposure to UV lessened the efficacy of others (latex). 

Importantly, the study also determined that material “has a
bigger effect on UVR protection level than variations in the 
glove thickness or its colour”, two factors commonly
misattributed to a glove’s suitability for purpose. 

As with any PPE selection exercise, choosing suitable gloves 
should be based on a thorough risk assessment and the
performance characteristics of available options. The optimum 
solution must also address any additional risks – such as cut, 
thermal or mechanical hazards. 

When examining available options, be sure to consult material 
data sheets to determine suitability for purpose or consider 
using a service like Ansell’s Guardian — a personalised
assessment of your specific environment designed to deliver
the right PPE solution and improve safety and business
performance. 

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE
PROTECTIVE EFFICACY —
AND THOSE THAT DON’T
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